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For decades Sennheiser has been a reliable and 
innovative partner in broadcasting, theatre and 
high-profi le live audio. Because of this, we know 
that world-class sound engineers demand the 
highest standards. With this fi rmly in mind, we 
took all of our extensive experience and used it 
to create our fi rst digital multichannel wireless 
system: DIGITAL 9000, which is in a class of its 
own, providing uncompressed digital audio 
transmission, free from intermodulation, and 
delivering stunning sound and dynamics with a 
cable-like purity. 

DIGITAL 9000 offers control functions that make 
system set-up simple and fail-safe. The highly 
intuitive interface provides a complete overview 
of system performance, offering peace of mind 
in challenging live situations. DIGITAL 9000 is the 
best-in-class digital wireless system available and 
represents a future-proof investment. 
DIGITAL 9000 – The Wireless Masterpiece.

www.sennheiser.com

World-class goes digital

THE WIRELESS
MASTERPIECE.

SE_Digital_9000_AZ_245x297mm_engl_RZ.indd   1 01.10.13   15:19
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Charteroak came to prominence originally 
for its range of interesting microphones 
but the manufacturer has shone in recent 
years with the introduction of innovative 

and just plain different approaches to outboard. 
There were refreshingly new takes on dynamics 
and EQ with the SCL1 and PEQ1; perhaps 
predictably the MPA-1 is not a run-of-the-mill 
microphone preamp.

This dual channel device is all about flexibility 
and allows the user to achieve a range of effects. 
There’s 60dB of gain on the input side, which is 
transformerless and clean, followed by 20dB of 
gain on a constantly variable pot that feeds the 
same line driver circuit found in the PEQ1 EQ 
and that drives a Cinemag output transformer. 
This combination allows a selection of subtle 
and not so subtle sound sculpting and warmth 
by balancing off these constituent parts. It also 
means that the preamp can demonstrate a 
cleaner personality for delicate sources or an 
altogether grittier persona for the bigger stuff.

Each channel also has a high pass and low 
pass filter on fully variable pots, which is a 
feature seen most often these days on fuller-
featured EQs. The high pass runs from 10Hz 
to 200Hz while the low pass spans 10kHz to 
60kHz. Both filters are 12/octave.

There are switches for phantom power, phase 
reverse, a 10dB pad and you can switch 
channels to work on line signals allowing you 
to employ the circuitry as true outboard. The 
device is rounded off by individual Bypasses 
and large illuminated VU meters.

The MPA-1 is yet another individual 
interpretation by Charteroak of what we ought 
to expect from a preamp. While simple to use 
and master, its sonic palette is deceptively wide 
and powerful. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

PREAMP

Charteroak 
MPA-1

CEDAR Studio brings a suite of plug-ins from the flagship 
CEDAR Cambridge system to Pro Tools owners on Mac 
and PC. In addition to DNS One (Resolution 2010 Award 
Winner) CEDAR added Declip, Debuzz, and Adaptive 

Limiter bringing tremendous value to postproduction broadcast 
and film users.

DNS One continues to be the absolute best tool for almost 
any type of noise suppression. This zero-latency plug-in offers 
an easy to use and incredibly flexible interface and is particularly 
effective dealing with rumble and excessive hiss. Whether 
reducing air conditioner noise or manipulating subtle gradations 
of room tone when dialog editing, DNS One provides clean, 
artefact-free manipulation that other solutions can’t match.

Debuzz removes buzz and hum and is extremely easy to use. 
It offers a tracking function to track wandering fundamentals, 
a feature that sets it apart from virtually all other solutions. 
Additionally, it can remove hum and buzz with fundamentals as 
high as 500Hz. The best feature is that it is artefact free.

Declip offers the ability to identify and remove most instances 
of clipping in real time. The unique interface allows the user 
to select which algorithm to use — heavy or light. A signal 
analysis window displays a measurement CEDAR refers to as 
‘sample likelihood’, and the graph generated is referred to as 
the ‘sample density curve’. This visual feedback allows the user 
to define the amplitude range within which the clipping has 
occurred.

The new and improved Adaptive Limiter may be the best 
sounding limiter ever as it employs a continuously variable 
profile that is permitted to vary in time and frequency. Unlike 
traditional limiters, the Adaptive Limiter allows the user to 
manipulate temporal (the rate at which the profile can change 
over time) and spectral characteristics (the degree to which the 
profile can change from one frequency to the next).

‘In the past I’ve written about how CEDAR Audio continues 
to raise the bar, and this is certainly the case with the latest 
version of CEDAR Studio. Pro Tools users will be pleased that 
their investment will be protected as Avid retires the RTAS 
format in Pro Tools 11. This is a must upgrade for existing 
owners. Pro Tools users looking for the best tools to tackle bad 
sound or create the cleanest, loudest masters need look no 
further.’ Resolution V12.3. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

PLUG-IN

Contact
CEDAR AUDIO, UK:
Website: www.cedaraudio.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Iosono Anymix,  
Synchro Arts Revoice Pro, Waves REDD, Waves NLS.

CEDAR Studio

Contact
CHARTEROAK, US:
Website: www.charteroakacoustics.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Focusrite ISA Two, JDK 8MX2, 
Midas XL48, RND 5024
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Digital 9000 
represents the 
introduction of 
revolutionary 

microphone technology 
that addresses all of 
the criticisms of digital 
yet fits in with existing 
system architectures 
and planning realities. 

Sennheiser’s ambitious 
aim was to assign the highest 
possible data transfer rate to 
the audio data, and to keep the 
data ‘space’ reserved for error 
correction as small as possible 
without reducing reliability. Plus 
they also had to operate in the 
UHF band with its strict channel 
bandwidth limitations as they 
were designing a professional 
multichannel RF wireless system. 

The technical complexity increased as 
the development progressed and the 
company admits that it was operating 
close to the limits of physical feasibility. 
Sennheiser invested in the theoretical 
modelling of transmission paths for 
wireless systems, measuring in arenas, 
stadiums and venues across the globe. The data generated went 
into improving the algorithms of the system — algorithms that, for 
example, serve to optimise the diversity technique, equalise the RF 
signals, or are used for optimum error correction coding. 

The adaptation of modern, frequency-efficient modulation 
methods and the development of a large number of sophisticated 
extras to minimise the proportion of non-audio data allowed 
Sennheiser to achieve higher data transfer rates for the audio data 
than was previously the case and at a good signal-to-noise ratio. The 
result was a digital wireless system that fulfilled the original aim of 
providing superior audio digitally. Never before has such high audio 
quality been transmitted wirelessly in the UHF band.

Digital 9000 is able to transmit the full audio data in High-
Definition mode, transmitting without audio compression, artefact-
free and with superb dynamics — just like a cabled microphone but 
with all the benefits of a wireless system. For environments with 
many sources of interference, where the transmittable data rate 
falls and data reduction becomes mandatory, the system offers a 

Long-Range mode with 
a proprietary codec for 
robust transmission. 
The codec sounds 
better than analogue 
FM systems and is 
exceptional in terms of 
latency, dynamics and 
the absence of artefacts.

Digital 9000 is a 
digital milestone but it has also 
significantly improved wireless 
transmission. The system is 
designed with maximum linearity 
in all stages so, for example, 
the strong intermodulation 
interference that usually occurs 
between two nearby radio 
microphones is now a thing of 
the past. The transmitters are 
fitted with isolators that allow 

the RF signal to pass only in the 
transmitting direction, whereas 
incoming RF signals are rendered 

‘harmless’ via a sink. 
This means that, unlike with the usual 

wireless systems, digital transmission frequencies can be 
placed in an equidistant 600kHz grid without the need to calculate 
and circumvent intermodulation frequencies. Thus, more channels 
can be accommodated in a given spectrum, ensuring high channel 
counts in today’s dense frequency environments.

The receiver of the system is frequency-agile, covering the UHF 
band from 470MHz to 798MHz, while the receiver’s antenna 
boosters incorporate highly selective 24MHz filters to ‘focus’ on 
the desired receiving frequencies. These can be set on the receiver, 
and they will reliably screen out sources of interference. Thus, a 
combination of selectivity, agility and large-signal immunity is 
achieved.

System set-up is facilitated by a built-in graphical spectrum 
analyser to scan the RF landscape, and an RF level recorder for 
checking reception and optimising antenna positions.

Since its launch, Digital 9000 has become an integral part of 
numerous broadcasting, theatre and live audio events. The high-end 
solution is the first digital wireless system that can work without 
compression, transmitting full HD audio. It’s been used at events 
such as Eurovision, global TV sporting events, tours and theatre 
productions. n

Sennheiser Digital 9000
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

MICROPHONE

Contact
SENNHEISER, GERMANY:
Website: www.sennheiser.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Audio-Technica AT5040,  
DPA d:fine, Microtech Gefell CMV563/ M7S,  
Mojave MA-301fet, Sanken Cu-55.

Connect with experience

Be different. Be better

For more information please visit www.yamahacommercialaudio.com

Today there is better… 

Nuage re-defines what is possible in audio post-production.

Uniting the elements of your workflow into a seamless experience,
NUAGE combines dedicated Yamaha control and interface
hardware with Steinberg’s Nuendo 6 DAW software to create a
purpose-built system that offers unprecedented productivity,
flexibility and audio quality in a fully modular format that’s easily
configured to match the needs of your facility.  

Cutting edge technology from two of the audio industry’s biggest
hitters, Nuage is the most complete, cost-efficient post
production solution available.  

The better alternative today: an industry standard tomorrow.
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Georg Neumann GmbH  •  Ollenhauerstraße 98  •  13403 Berlin  •  Germany  •  www.neumann.com

pure energy.

The New KH 310 three-way Studio Monitor.
A Member of the Neumann Studio Monitor Line. REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

M O N I T O R I N G
Neumann KH310A

Studio Monitor KH 310

The PMD661 SD card stereo recorder have been in production 
since the end of 2008 and its MkII tweak underlines just 
how right the unit was at release. MkII improvements are 
comparatively minor and add an SD Card Check process, 

which is handy in these days of cheaper but also possibly dodgier 
media. A Retake feature lets you create a drop-in point on an 
existing recording and rerecord a part. There’s also file encryption 
allowing MP3 files to be encrypted to MPS and WAV to WAS with 
four-digit password protection. This coincides with updated PMD 
Marker Editor software that comes free with the recorder. You can 
also lock menu access by password which is useful for managers 
of fleets of reporter recorders.

The machine operates on a principle of presets; a preset being 
a combination of user settings that can range from input source to 
recording format (five degrees of MP3 and the option of 96kHz 
PCM) to various other configuration options. 

The 661 excels in its balance of size to control density. You get 
clear LED metering on the leading edge, the essential transport 
controls at the bottom, the concentric Play/Enter combination 
‘dial’ in the middle and dedicated switches for function access and 
display navigation and call up. You get phono outputs, a mini 
socket analogue input, digital input on phono, USB port and a 
hinged flap that covers the SD card slot. The front has XLR inputs 
for mic or line with switchable 48V phantom placed between the 
outrigger built-in mics.

‘I believe the PMD661MkII is class leading with a combination 
of features and feel that is unbeatable. For what it does and how it 
does it, it’s also a bargain.’ Resolution V12.1.n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

RECORDER

Contact
MARANTZ, JAPAN:
Website: www.dm-pro.eu

ALSO NOMINATED:  Roland R-1000, Yellowtec iXm.

The most intriguing new software feature in Pyramix 
8.1 is background recording and you can create up to 
four background recorders. Instantiated via the main 
Pyramix settings window, each background recorder is an 

independent virtual tape machine that can chase and timestamp 
audio with time-of-day, an external TC input or a 00:00:00:00 start 
time. Each has its own fully configurable mixer accessed from the 
Transport window and the Monitor section controls which mixer is 
being listened to. Each recorder is capable of prebuffering up to a 
minute so in effect Pyramix is always in record.

Background recorders lay the foundations for the most exciting 
and truly groundbreaking new feature in Pyramix 8: edit in record. 
When a recording a new file with a background recorder you can 
go into the main editing window and actually edit the file being 
recorded while the recording progresses. As soon as recording 
commences the new media appears in the media manager. This 
may be dragged onto the timeline, with reference to its chosen 
timestamp if required and edited as it grows in size! Multiple 
recordings from different machines can even be edited together.

Prior to Pyramix 8, the MassCore audio engine used Mykerinos 
hardware for digital I-O, syncing and clocking. These functions are 
now taken care of by Horus which offers 64 on MADI (expandable 
to 128), 24 AES I-O, LTC, MIDI, video ref, Word clock and a 
Ravenna networked audio connection. 

‘If you’re in the market for a new system then, depending on 
the demands of your working environment, Horus might well fit 
that bill. Otherwise background recording, while in and of itself not 
a unique selling point, spawns a few other features that might just 
tip the balance for some. Edit in record and post FX record will be 
of particular interest to those working in live and OB settings but 
there must be countless other as yet un-thought of applications 
too.’ Resolution V12.6. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

DAW

Contact
MERGING TECHNOLOGIES, SWITZERLAND:
Website: www.merging.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Harrison MixBus 2,  
Steinberg Nuendo 6.

Merging 
Technologies 
Pyramix V8

Marantz 
PMD661MkII
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Billed as the world’s first all-discrete, true differential 
Class-A input buffer/amplifier with selectable balanced 
or unbalanced inputs, the NSEQ-4 is a fully parametric 
stereo EQ of unprecedented sonic purity and integrity. 

Sporting a greatly improved third generation FSA-03 all-discrete 
EQ amplifier, it has an improved output stage, and a true 
hard-wire bypass. There’s also an upgraded power supply that 
improves the sonic performance of the minimalist design with 
only one active stage in the audio path. 

Extremely low noise (-106dBu) it employs premium 
components throughout: Gold relays, connectors, switches; 
Silver Teflon power wiring; and Mogami Neglex OFC audio 
wiring. Options include detented controls and an NSEQ-2 (Twin 
Topology) can be converted to an NSEQ-4.

The unit has four bands of +/-18dB boost (switchable to 
+/-9dB) delivered by 21-position detented pots with two fully 
parametric mids and peak/shelving HF and LF with switchable 
frequencies. The two mids have fully variable Q (0.4-4) and 
x10 multiplier switches for the fully variable frequency sweeps 
spanning 20-220Hz and 250Hz-2.5kHz. Each band can be 
individually bypassed.

To quote Grammy award winning engineer/producer Michael 
Bishop: ‘The NSEQ-4 has brought new meaning to “elegance” 
in audio control and sound quality. Where the NSEQ-2 was 
head and shoulders above many other equalisers in musicality, 
control, and audio quality, the NSEQ-4 has taken all those 
attributes to a new level. I ran a 2 versus 4 test with a solo piano 
recording: one channel only split to both the 2 and the 4 and 
returned back to the monitor. I set the same frequency on each 
EQ and pushed both units to the max at that frequency since 
I wanted to learn what the worst case scenario might be. With 
piano, this would usually yield a hopeless result — even the 
slightest shortcoming will show in most any EQ unit when 
pushed this way. The NSEQ-4 actually held up quite well to this 
sort of abuse! Additionally, I found the residual noise level of 
the NSEQ-4 to be subjectively quite a bit lower than the NSEQ-
2. I liked the “character” of the residual noise of the 4 much 
better. The noise is so low that it is no concern whatsoever in 
listening or use.’ n

Something of a derivative of the ADL 600 dual 
preamplifier that resulted from the partnership 
between Presonus and Anthony DeMaria, the 
ADL 700 is an all-encompassing recording 

channel. It includes the type of Class A tube circuitry 
(transformer balanced input and output) normally 
found in higher-end boutique designs and has a 
beautiful build quality — nicely damped knobs, 
positive switched rotaries, and eleven chunky toggle 
switches. The preamp is a tube design similar to that 
in the ADL 600, and this feeds a FET compressor and 
a 4-band semi-parametric EQ.

The compressor controls comprise Threshold, Attack 
and Release (both uncalibrated and continuously 
variable between Fast and Slow), and Ratio, which 
ranges from 1:1 continuously up to 4:1. There is also 
a Gain make-up knob that adds up to 18dB. Turning 
the Threshold knob fully counter-clockwise reaches 
a Click and Stereo link mode is engaged. This slaves 
the unit to a master (via a rear jack) and in this mode 
control is ceded to the master with only the Gain knob 
remaining active.

A toggle bypasses the compressor, and under the 
meter are toggles for -6dB meter display, and gain 
reduction or output level metering. 

‘It seems odd that the maximum setting here is the 
same as the minimum setting on the world’s favourite 
FET compressor, the 1176. However, with the ratio 
set between 3:1 and 4:1 I achieved a lovely juicy and 
musical compression on very dynamic female vocals 
with the Attack and Release set around the middle of 
their scales. There was little need to ride gain even 
with extremes of performance volume. Inserted across 
drum ambience, you can happily achieve that super 
crushed room sound.’ Resolution V12.2. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

DYNAMIC

Contact
PRESONUS, US:
Website: www.presonus.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  SSL 611 Dyn, Elysia Nvelope 500, 
Lisson Grove R124, Serpent Audio SB4001.

Contact
MILLENNIA MEDIA, US:
Website: www.mil-media.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Bettermaker EQ 232P Remote, 
Lindell Audio PEX 500, Radial Q4, SSL 611EQ E-Series 500.

Presonus  
ADL 700 

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

EQ

Millennia Media 
NSEQ-4
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Nuage is a complete, 
scaleable sound for 
picture system that 
offers an alternative 

to the default choice for sound 
to picture for television, 
commercials and features. 

The hardware is modular 
for control surfaces and I-O. 
A control surface is built with 
a Master Unit and one or 
more Fader Units together 
with extra elements if 
required. There are two 
sizes of ‘Workspace Unit’ 
and these are matching 
blank sections. The larger 
takes standard 19-inch 
rackmount devices and 
the smaller is sized so that when paired with 
the Master unit the total width matches a 
standard 24-inch monitor. This is relevant 
since Nuage uses monitors for many display 
functions. The maximum configuration is one 
Master Unit and three Fader Units for a total 
of 48 faders.

Audio processing, editing, mixing and 
automation relies on Nuendo 6. Nuage can 
control up to three Nuendo workstations 
but each Fader Unit and Master Unit 
can only control one at a time. So, in 
a configuration with two or more Fader 
Units more than one workstation can be 
controlled simultaneously. Equally, all units 
in a console can work together to control 
a single workstation. Audio, sync and 
control data is all carried over Ethernet. 
Audio uses the Audinate Dante protocol 
so a key component is a Dante Accelerator 
card installed in the host computer 
capable of carrying 128 channels of audio 
in both directions concurrently (at 1fs). The three flavours of I-O 
box (known as NIOs for Nuage I-O) are 16 channels of A-D and 
D-A, 16 channels of AES-EBU digital I-O, and the hybrid with 8 
channels of A-D and D-A and 8 channels of AES-EBU.

A Fader Unit has two banks of 8 identical control strips with a 

separator in between. To the left 
of the strips in ascending order 
are Alt Ctrl and Shift modifier 
keys, Flip Section buttons, Unit 
Link button and DAW Select 
section. To the right there are 
three user assignable buttons, 
the Page Control section, 
Channel View Control, Control 
Room section, Workspace 
and Automation sections 
and the Section Control 
section. 

Each of the 16 control 
strips has a touch-sensitive 
100mm motor fader with 
Mute and Solo keys 
above. Next up is the 
Select button and above 

this is a touch-strip that offers a rapid and 
intuitive method of navigating around the 
virtual console.

At the top of the Master Unit lies a touchscreen 
(single touch) with talkback mic and three 
DAW select keys to the left, dedicated Setup, 
Track List, Channel, Plug-in, Dynamics and 
EQ buttons to the right and 8 touch-sensitive 
knobs with press switches below, each with A 
and B multifunction buttons. The flat part of 
the unit is divided into two major sections each 
divided into several sub-sections.

‘Nuage is a long way removed from a 
simple controller bolted onto a DAW. This is a 
proper, modular and scaleable postproduction 
system. It looks and feels good. It also has 
that indefinable air of quality that will appeal 
to paying clients.

‘It is a masterful example of what can 
be achieved when the core components 
of a system come from the same source. 
The Nuendo 6 engine is now a very 

accomplished sound for picture workstation with all the necessary 
bells and whistles.

‘For a room with paying clients in attendance reliability is 
essential as is slick performance and some considerable client wow 
factor. Nuage has all of these attributes.’ Resolution V12.4. n

REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

DESK-CONTROLLER

Contact
YAMAHA, JAPAN:
Website: www.yamahacommercialaudio.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Audient ASP4816,  
Lawo mc256 mk2, Studer Vista 1.

Yamaha Nuage 
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The KH310A is the 
second product in the 
still relatively new 
Neumann line of studio 

monitors that resulted from 
the assimilation of Klein + 
Hummel monitoring products 
into Neumann by the parent 
Sennheiser Group. It is also the 
second Neumann monitor to 
receive a Resolution Award — 
the KH 120 won the monitoring 
category in the 2011 Awards. 

The Neumann KH310A is a three-way active speaker 
that is surprisingly compact given its power and performance 
and is recommended for nearfield stereo applications, as rear 
speakers in large multichannel systems, and as a centre 
speaker in mid sized multichannel systems. Its flexibility is 
helped by its sealed box design and a wealth of mounting 
hardware options that allow it to be shoe-horned into tight 
spaces in trucks and smaller acoustic spaces.  

The KH310A comprises a 210mm composite sandwich 
woofer, a 75mm fabric dome midrange and a 25mm 
(1-inch) alloy fabric dome tweeter mounted in a compact 
sealed (infinite baffle) cabinet. The tweeter, which radiates 
through an elliptical waveguide horn (Mathematically 
Modelled Dispersion waveguide) designed to control 
diffraction and directivity, is mounted above the midrange 
with the woofer alongside. All the power supply, crossover 
and power amplifier electronics are built in to the cabinet.

On the rear panel, alongside a large heatsink with 

vertical fins, are three 
equalisation control switches: 
bass, with settings from 0, -2.5, 
-5, -7.5dB; low-mid, 0, -1.5, -3, 
-4.5dB; treble, +1, 0, -1, -2dB, 
along with switches for output 
level, 114, 108, 100, 94dB SPL 
for 0dBu input, ground lift and 
brightness of the Neumann logo. 
The front panel Neumann logo 
glows white when operating 
normally, flashes red when the 
loudspeaker’s protection circuit 

is activated (the output level is reduced), and remains red 
when the temperature of the electronics is too high (the 
output level is reduced 20dB). There is also a continuous 
input gain control (-15 to 0dB), a balanced line XLR input 
socket and a switched IEC mains socket.

Neumann specifies amplifier power outputs of 70W, 
70W and 150W continuous for the treble, mid and bass 
drivers respectively, which endow the speaker with a 
claimed maximum short term SPL of 113dB(C) at 1m and 
a 3% THD limited maximum half-space bass output of 
104.5dB SPL at 1m. The crossovers are specified as 4th 
order with frequencies of 650Hz and 2kHz.

‘The Neumann KH310A is an excellent loudspeaker. 
The very wide, smooth and flat frequency response 
and reasonably well behaved time responses, coupled 
with highly controlled off-axis behaviour mean that it 
should perform well under a wide variety of conditions.’ 
Resolution V12.6. n

Neumann KH310A
REWARDING QUALITY AND INNOVATION

AWA R D S  2013
•WINNER• 

MONITORING

Contact
NEUMANN, GERMANY:
Website: www.neumann.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Eve Audio SC307, Focal SM9,  
PMC twotwo.6.
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The original DNS 1000 dynamic noise 
suppressor minimised latency to less than 
10 samples and was targeted at dubbing 
stages. But the power of these devices 

meant they were increasingly found on location 
recording carts, OBs and live sound applications. 
The DNS8 Live is CEDAR Audio’s response, 
and aims to provide a solution better suited to 
these applications. What you get is the same 
DNS capability and low latency, but with eight 
channels of processing rather than two, a simplified 
‘one-knob’ set-up more suited to quick-fire live 
situations, and the capability to run from a 12-volt 
DC supply.

The majority of the front panel is taken up with 
eight rotary encoders/pushbuttons, each with an 
associated OLED display. There are two broad 
modes of operation. Summary view allows basic 
parameter setting and operation of all eight channels 
from a single viewpoint. Clicking a channel’s rotary 
encoder selects it, and pressing one of the soft keys 
when noise is present (but no signal) ‘learns’ the 
sonic fingerprint of the noise. Hitting another soft 
key puts the unit in detailed view and here the 
main display shows the six bands of frequencies 
that the unit has categorised the noise signal into, 
ranging from lowest to highest. Level and gain can 
now be set independently for each band, or specific 
bands toggled On or Off. 

‘There are obvious workflow benefits to using 
such a system for location dialogue recording but 
the savvy operator would always (tracks allowing) 
take a safety, unprocessed track as well. But in live 
to air work there just isn’t that luxury — you need 
to trust your tools implicitly and the DNS8 Live will 
earn that trust. I’m sure it will win many awards 
and that it will sell by the truckload; it deserves to.’ 
Resolution V11.8. n
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Contact
CEDAR AUDIO, UK:
Website: www.cedaraudio.com

The DNS8 Live was enthusiastically nominated but was 
the only product nominated in the Processor category, 
which meant it could not be voted on. It has therefore 
received an Award at the Editor’s discretion.

CEDAR  
DNS8 Live

The Apollo is an audio interface that promises 
real-time UAD processing (Quad or Duo) with 
minimal processor delay. It crams a huge 
amount in — eight analogue inputs plus 14 

discrete analogue outputs (eight line outs, two stereo 
headphone outs and a stereo monitor out) and a 
further 10 channels of digital I-O with ADAT/SMux 
and SPDIF. The front panel has two soft rotary knobs 
that control mic preamp gain and monitor output 
volume and include LED rings around them to display 
the value. There are a pair of headphone outputs with 
individual volume controls and a pair of Hi-Z input 
jacks. Four digitally-controlled mic preamps sound big, 
detailed and clean and have Mic/Line switching, HPF, 
48V, Pad, Polarity flip and stereo Link. 

The console software is the heart of Apollo and 
provides control and a well-featured monitor mixer. 
Each path has Fader, Pan, Solo, Mute for Apollo’s 
internal monitoring mixer. There are individual Level 
and Pan for the two headphone buses, two Aux sends 
and four Insert slots for plug-ins. Adjacent odd/even 
pairs may be stereo linked. The first four channels 
include Mic input controls mirroring the unit, the next 
four have a +4/10dB reference level toggle, and the 
SPDIF channels include a Sample Rate Conversion 
toggle to match signals to the current rate if necessary. 
On the right are the main stereo monitor output meters, 
two Aux return paths with routing to headphone buses, 
and DSP and FireWire usage meters.

In the master section is a toggle that selects whether 
Insert Effects are recorded or just monitored — this 
determines what will be sent to the DAW input. The 
Aux sends and Returns allow you to add additional 
monitor effects without recording those.

‘The Apollo makes for a fantastic way of working. 
It is an audio interface of super quality, and boasts 
the ability to run all those terrific UAD plug-ins with 
virtually no latency.’ Resolution V11.6. n
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INTERFACE

Contact
UNIVERSAL AUDIO, USA:
Website: www.uaudio.com

ALSO NOMINATED:  Antelope Audio Orion 32,  
Digico UB MADI, Digital Audio Denmark AX32,  
DirectOut Andiamo.MC.

Universal  
Audio Apollo
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A concerted effort and a massive investment has seen the 
once bright star of Wisseloord Studios in Hilversum reignited 
after a years of obscurity, indecision and neglect and 
re-established it as one of the most exciting and dynamic 

studio facilities in Europe.
The studio was originally opened in the late 70s by Philips as an 

in-house facility for its PolyGram label. It changed hands and enjoyed 
a period of international success with artists through the 80s and 
90s. More recently the facility has been quiet and the relaunch aims 
to draw on the legacy of the facility while optimising it for modern 
production markets. It’s now driven by a management team, that 
includes engineer Ronald Prent and mastering engineer Darcy Proper, 
and backed by investors after a monumental rebuild.

With two studios and the mastering suite of Darcy Proper, how 
everything has been fitted together and how value and flexibility 
has been added is testament to how much thought has gone into 
Wisseloord. Most significantly it’s the lengths that were gone to to 
restore the live spaces to their original splendour. In the case of Studio 
1 this involved, like everywhere else, going back to the shell, adding 
windows, and then rebuilding improving on the acoustics where 
appropriate and restoring the wood and material surfaces. Studio 1 has 
added a lighting truss and rig, OB interconnects and two new booths 
at the back. The room can take 55 musicians.

Each room is colour coded with Studio 1 green, 2 being blue and 
mastering being red. Studio 1 and 2 now have self-contained and 
private lounges directly above the control rooms.

Acoustics are by Jochen Veith and monitoring in both recording 
studios is with 5.1 PMC BB5-XBD active main monitors and PMC 
AML2s slotted into prewired positions for the 10.1 of Auro-3D. The 
Avid Euphonix System 5 console in Studio 1 is 32-fader with 8 groups 
and 224 channels at 96kHz/24-bit and can mix to 10.1, 7.1, 5.1 and 
stereo all at the same time.

Studio 2’s stunning API is a Mk2 Vision in a 64-channel frame 
with 24 stereo to surround effects returns built in to the patchbay. 
The control room is exactly the same size and acoustic as Studio 1 
following some back wall extension. ‘People think that we got most of 
our stuff for free or for very little — that’s not the case,’ says Ronald. 
‘The general discounts we got are the normal ones you get on a big 
project because these manufacturers have to live. What we did get 
though — and it’s something that doesn’t always happen — is that 
the manufacturers all worked together. Euphonix and Prism Sound 
worked together for two months to come up with a way that the Prism 
Sound convertors would work with that console the way I wanted 
them to.’ Ronald says it’s how they’ve achieved such extraordinary 
results out of the rooms; it’s because of that 5% extra that they 
managed to squeeze out.

The result is that Wisseloord is creating a buzz again on the local 
and international stage. ‘We get a lot of encouraging lip service,’ 
says Darcy. ‘The local market has to adjust to Wisseloord not being 
a dump anymore! And on the international market Wisseloord just 
disappeared. We have to let people know that we’re here now and 
that things have really changed. It’s not just about a coat of paint.’ n

Wisseloord
REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY
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AUDIO FACILITY

ALSO NOMINATED:  Black Rock Studios, Greece,
Rimshot Studios, UK, House of Glass, Italy.
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Growing up with a father who worked as a production 
sound mixer, it is perhaps no surprise that Simon Hayes 
eventually followed in his footsteps to become a successful 
production sound mixer in his own right. 

At 19, Simon started training with his father in sound mixing; 
two years were spent working with him as an assistant initially 
before boom operating. Then Simon’s father accepted a job 
producing commercials and retired from sound mixing, leaving 
his 21-year-old apprentice in an awkward position: ‘I didn’t want 
to have a career in commercials as a sound recordist, because, 
although it was a great training ground, it wasn’t creatively 
rewarding for production sound. So I was doing short films for 
runners and assistants that I met on commercials, and one of those 
runners was called Guy Ritchie. He said, “I’m directing in my spare 
time, and I’m going to do a short film called The Hardcase. Would 
you come and mix it?” So I went and mixed that one weekend 
when I was in my early-twenties and it was successful.

‘A couple of years later he wrote a long-form version of The 
Hardcase and got it financed as Lock, Stock & Two Smoking 
Barrels. So there you go!’

Simon has worked with numerous directors and most recently 
on the film adaption of the Les Misérables musical, for which he 
won an Oscar for sound mixing and a BAFTA for Sound.

‘Tom Hooper didn’t just want to record the vocals live; he also 
didn’t want to have the actors singing to a prerecorded backing 
track. He wanted the actors to be able to set the tempo, so their 
emotions, their movement, and their acting could take precedent, 
and the orchestration for the music would be recorded later using 
the vocals as the master for the tempo; that’s where Les Misérables 
is very different to any other musical movie that has had elements 
of live singing before, because, of course, the actors are usually 
locked to tempo.’ n
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•WINNER• 
FILM/POST 

SOUND ENGINEER

ALSO NOMINATED:  Niv Adiri, Tim Cavagin,  
Jake Jackson.

Simon Hayes

Multi-Grammy Award-winning mastering engineer Darcy 
Proper spent six years as a senior mastering engineer 
at Sony, New York where she worked on an impressive 
gamut of music spanning reissues of early recordings, 

such as Lady Day: The Complete Billie Holiday on Columbia 
1933-1944 (for which she won a Grammy in 2002), through 
productions from Missy Elliot (So Addictive), REM (Around 
The Sun, Automatic For The People, Green) and Phish (Live In 
Brooklyn). She left Sony to take up residence at Galaxy Studio’s 
cutting edge mastering suite in Mol, Belgium and became a go-to 
mastering guru for surround work, including high-profile releases 
from the likes of Steely Dan (Everything Must Go 5.1 DVD-A and 
stereo) and Bob Dylan (Blood On The Tracks 5.1 for SACD).

Darcy left Galaxy to become a partner in the ambitious rebuild 
and relaunch of Wisseloord studios in Hilversum and had the 
first room working there while the building progressed. She’s 
still winning Grammys having received one for Patricia Barber’s 
Modern Cool PureAudio BluRay as Best Surround Sound Album.

Her completed room at Wisseloord is breathtaking and occupies 
what was once the live room of Studio 3. Pride of place is a 
black and Wisseloord-monogrammed SPL console with stacks of 
outboard and dramatic multichannel Eggleston monitoring. 

She’s a talented and highly respected engineer who has managed 
to retain her prestige across continents and across facilities.

(Resolution V4.8) I suppose no client ever comes in nowadays 
and says: please make this quiet and really dynamic ...?

‘I do kind of miss that about classical, because level is not really 
a part of that world, the programme material is so dynamic, and of 
course they want to preserve it. Coming from that background, I 
am definitely not the mastering engineer who will, by choice, aim 
for making the very loudest record. I personally prefer to preserve 
some of the transients and dynamic range and all of that. However, 
I’m a service provider so, of course, I will do whatever the client 
demands — but I would voice my opinion if I thought sound 
quality was being sacrificed for just level.’ n

REWARDING AUDIO CREATIVITY
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Darcy Proper

ALSO NOMINATED:  Dave Bascombe, Jimmy Hogarth, 
Pino Pischetola, Phil Tan.
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Tim Davis knew that the days of large 
numbers of staff technicians at the 
BBC were limited and even applied for 
redundancy as early as 2000. It took 

another eleven years for it to happen, but Tim is 
now a full time freelancer, an in-demand mixer 
for major broadcast events and, as he says, ‘I 
have never been busier’.

He was 19 when he applied to the BBC, 
Olympic Studios and a couple of other places, 
then, on the same day, was offered two jobs — 
one with Olympic Recording Studios, the other 
with the BBC. With Olympic he had to start the 
next day but the BBC job was to start in six month’s time so he said yes 
to both. He worked at Olympic for six months and then went to the BBC 
because he could earn ‘twice as much money for half as much work’.

He went to the BBC school at Evesham and was ‘indoctrinated’  
into the BBC system of broadcasting. After that, he specialised and became 

a soundman.
‘I think new people coming out of the 

universities are very keen and very bright, but 
the universities are not teaching the students 
the right things. They are not teaching current 
practices, they are not even teaching the simplest 
things like fault finding — the process of starting 
at the beginning and working your way through 
a signal chain to find the problem.

‘Also, personal relationships are incredibly 
important and getting along with the crew. And 
there’s preparation. Consider the weather today… 
we have had some seriously rainy days but the 

microphones kept working throughout. Planning the equipment you need. 
Simple things like microphone stands and mountings are as essential as 
the microphone.

‘The critical skills are having the technical knowledge, the practical 
knowledge and, when it gets to my level, the artistic skill of mixing.’ n

Tim Davies
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Stuart Wilson’s fondness for sound stretches back to his 
Glaswegian childhood but it was the return to study at the 
National Film and Television School in Beaconsfield that 
opened doors. In the three years he forged bonds that kick-

started his career and fellow NFTS graduates he went on to work 
with on big-budget, blockbuster productions include director David 
Yates (Harry Potter) and Roger Deakins, director of photography 
on Bond film Skyfall. 

‘After film school, most of my work and contacts were through 
people I’d met while there, so I stayed in London, because that’s 
where the most interesting work was happening. Having said that, 
I’d always kept up the professional contacts that I’d had before 
going there.’ Many have enjoyed his work on the latest Bond 
spectacular. ‘Skyfall was to be a new departure for 007 under the 
direction of Sam Mendes; he wanted it to feel real and gritty.

‘It was very important for Sam that the action sequences felt 
real, and I think that being able to get original sound recordings 
here goes a long way towards achieving that authenticity. I think 
audiences feel much more in-among-it if you can use dialogue 
with all that energy that’s recorded in the midst of the skids and 
gunshots going off, and Sam shot things in such a way that made 
this possible a lot of the time, but not all the time. Being wedged 
in the back of a Land Rover with Sam beside me, Daniel Craig and 
Naomie Harris in the front, screeching around corners through the 
streets of Istanbul was kind of hairy, but at the time it seemed the 
only way to capture Eve Moneypenny mid-chase, talking to M 
back at base through her earpiece; to go for it and get the dialogue 
for that kind of action thing is worth pushing for. If it’s a bit rough, I 
knew Sam would fight to use it, favouring performance and energy 
over technical polish!’ n
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ALSO NOMINATED:  Stuart Bruce, Chris Watson.

‘Since the founding of Genelec in 1978, professional audio 
monitoring has been at the core of the business. An 
unrivalled commitment to research and development 
has resulted in a number of industry firsts and established 
Genelec as the industry leader in active monitors. Over 35 
years later Genelec monitoring products remain true to 
the original philosophy, offering reliability, neutral sound 
reproduction regardless of size, as well as the ability to 
adapt frequency response to the listening environment. 
Genelec clients receive support in all aspects in the field, 
from acoustical advice and calibration services to technical 
service and a long product life span. Buying a Genelec 
product is the soundest investment in audio monitoring.’

www.genelec.com

Thank you
  

for  supporting  
the 2013 Awards

1237A 1238A

Genelec proudly present the new three-way 
Smart Active Monitors to the SAM Series, 
1237A and 1238A. These monitors feature 
Genelec’s proven acoustic design with 
DSP and AutoCal™ for balanced system 
response. Integrated amplifier module 
supporting rapid system configuration can 
also be rack-mounted. The 1237A and 1238A 
come with advanced Directivity Control 
Waveguide for improved balance, efficiency 
and imaging. Highly efficient amplification 
for LF and MF with class D amplifiers and 
ultra wide bandwidth with discrete class AB 
amplifier.

SAM Series of active monitors and 
models 1237A and 1238A also provide 
uncompromised sound quality and precise 
imaging, reduced early reflections, and 
neutral, low distortion reproduction even at 
high levels.

www.genelec.com

DESIGNED
TO ADAPT


